
Argentium Instructions

Before we go any further the first thing you need to know is that this Argentium Metal Clay behaves a little differently from 

normal silvers so I need to let you know straight away that you cannot add any water, whether it be from the tap, 

demineralised or distilled to the clay - the only fluid that can be used with the Argentium Clay is the Argentium Hydrate 

which has been specially formulated to work with it. In addition to the Argentium Hydrate you can use the Argentium 

ClayStay for breaks or mends, which has been specially formulated to work with it, & its just like its counterpart you may 

have already been used to using.  

Argentium Kit: When you receive your package you will open it to find a package of Argentium powder and special binder 

and a tube of Kim's Argentium Hydrate - these items will need to be mixed together to create your Argentium Clay.  

Kim's Argentium Hydrate: Use Kim’s Argentium Hydrate to make your Argentium powder into a Clay (Count carefully 35 

drops into your 12.5 grams of powder) & keep stirring if you feel it hasnt come together then add 1 more drop at a time. Mix 

in and allow your Clay to absorb Kim’s Argentium Hydrate, once you have your clay to your desired consistency you will be 

ready to use your clay! Repeat as often as required. Non Toxic Formula. Use made up argentium clay within 1 month/30 days 

or let dry completely and rehydrate 

Kim's Argentium ClayStay: Non Toxic Formula. To be used to repair or mend broken pieces in greenstate, or adding new clay 

to an already fired pieces or when trying to repair or join fired designs together. Fusing would be another option to join fired 

pieces together.  

Firing Information: All temperatures stated here are a suggestion only as you will need to find the temperature that suits 

your own kiln. 

Test Strips: Yes those wonderful test strips! Test strips dont need to be large, just keep them at 3 cards thick and a size of 

0.5cm x 1.5 to 2cm is sufficient. When you are testing your sintering, bend on the very end of your strip. If the temperature 

needs to be increased you can use the same test strip, as you will have room along the length of the strip to do the next bend 

test. Note: if you find that you have got the desired sintering temperature on the first test you do not need to do any further 

test strips for that method of firing. 

There are various options available to you to fire your Argentium designs. Make sure you do test strips in your kiln to 

ensure the correct temp for your kiln - remember temperatures are suggestive only! Once your designs are kiln fired the 

germanium has already risen to the surface and gives you all the Argentium properties that you will love! 

1. Burn Off in the kiln: Place your piece in the kiln elevated on a wire rack (needs to be supported on kiln stools so that air can 

circulate all around the design). Set your kiln to a full ramp of 995C/1823F, but if your kiln ramps extremely fast then set your 

kiln at speed 4 at 800C/1472F to a hold temperature of 400C/752F for a time of between 15 & 30 minutes depending on the 

size and thickness of your design (test strips should only need 15 minutes). Once the binder has been burnt off please allow 

your design to cool. 

2. Supported in a crucible (or stainless steel container - choice is yours) With Premium Activated Coconut Carbon. Then 

carefully move and place on a 18mm thick bed of Premium Activated Coconut Carbon in a crucible (or stainless steel 

container - choice is yours) to support your Argentium Design, gently cover your design with a further 18mm of Premium 

Activated Coconut Carbon over the highest section of your design. Place crucible on the kiln shelf and fire a temperature of 

approx 830C/1526F for a hold time of 2 hours. 

Work Hardening - Very last step: Before your final polish etc... 

When you are happy with your Argentium Design (this includes any soldering or fusing you would like to do to complete your 



design) you can work harden your piece by firing it on a Kiln shelf at a temperature of 300C/572F for a hold time of 1 hour, 

leave in the kiln to cool down to normal room temperature, or overnight. Or if you are using your kiln for other purposes you 

could use your kitchen oven to work harden your design.  


